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A DELICATE
BALANCE
This spring, romance returns with graceful lines, delicate fabrics, soft
pastels and a nod to old-fashioned glamour.
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ac posen
dress, $3,990. fd gal
lery diamond lizard
brooch by Hemmerle,
$477,000. cindy chao
floral yellow diamond
ring, $45,000. djula
pavé diamond rings, from
$1,350. Opposite: dior
dress, $6,700. nicholas
kirkwood shoes, $1,695.
van cleef & arpels
diamond bracelet (in hair)
and rings, from $36,600;
pink sapphire ring,
$25,800; and diamondand-red-spinel earrings,
$87,000. For details, go
to page 231.
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styled by
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mendel gown,
$9,780. harry winston
hair accessory, price upon
request. wendy yue black
diamond snake cuff, $35,980.
fd gallery 19th-century
Japanese gold and copper
Shakudo bracelet, $9,500.
christian louboutin patent
spiked shoes, $1,195.
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anvin dress,
$8,075; blouse, $1,520; and
belt, $675. paul andrew
feather shoes, $1,185.
colette malouf headstrap,
$560. piaget black-spineland-diamond necklace,
price upon request. lalique
diamond ring, $28,500.
Opposite: oscar de la
renta shirt, $2,790, and
shorts, $690. paul andrew
shoes, $1,275. macklowe
gallery emerald and ruby
bird brooch, $47,500. dior
fine jewelry yellow-gold
and diamond rings, prices
upon request.

PAINTED AND EMBROIDERED SILK BACKGROUNDS COURTESY FROMENTAL
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arolina herrera
blouse and skirt, prices upon request.
colette malouf headband, $125.
mikimoto black South Sea pearl
necklace, $38,000. yossi harari
necklace, $7,170. stella flame
oxidized silver necklaces, from $725.
sevan biçakçi blue topaz ring,
$20,000. Opposite: gucci dress,
$2,850. colette malouf headband,
$170. chanel fine jewelry diamond
necklace, price upon request. harry
winston diamond necklaces, prices
upon request. h.stern sterlingsilver necklaces, $4,000 each.
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set design by daryl mcgregor; makeup by zenia jaeger at the wall group for ysl; hair by rudy martins; manicure by angel at defactor for chanel
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